ABSTRACT. Let R be a commutative noetherian domain and A = (A.. ) C M (R ) be a tiled /?-order. The main result of this paper is the following Theorem.
gave a sharp upper bound, viz., n -1, on their global dimension.
The main result (Theorem 3.6) shows that these results can be retained in a suitably modified form even when R is an arbitrary noetherian domain of finite global dimension.
The sufficient condition for finiteness of gl dim A, obtained in §2, is of independent interest (Theorem 2.7).
Several results from this paper will be needed in the sequel in which we investigate global dimension of arbitrary tiled orders over a DVR.
We now state some known results which will be needed in the following sections.
Lemma 0.1. // S is a ring and S is not semisimple, then r gl dim 5 = 1+ suplhdj/i, f where the supremum is taken over all right ideals of S.
Proof. See [14, p. 178, Theorem 9.14].
Lemma 0.2. Let S be any commutative ring, A a right noetherian S-algebra. Lemma 0.3. Let S be any ring, I a two-sided ideal which is projective as a left S-module, and l" -¡n for some integer n > 1. // 1 gl dim S < oo, then
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Lemma 0.6. Let S be any ring. Let
-B -A '-»C -»0
be a short exact sequence of right S ■modules. Then:
(1) // two of the dimensions hds<4, hdjB, hd^C, are finite, then so is the third.
(2) // hdsA > hdsB, then hd$C = hdsA. (2) For every right eAe'module N, hd §N = hd . N; and gl dim eAe < gl dim A.
We conclude this section with a few remarks. We now prove (2) =» (1) hypothesis we have gl dim I"1 < oo, and gl dim fYf < gl dim T < gl dim fYf + gl dim (R/l) + 1. Since gl dim fYf = gl dim eAe and gl dim T = gl dim A, the induction is complete. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 2.6. Let R be a commutative noetherian domain. Let I be a nonzero proper ideal of R. Assume that gl dim (Rm/I") < °° for all maximal ideals m of R containing I. Then we have:
(1) // gl dim R = d < «., then gl dim (R/l) <d-l. (1) gl dim A < oo, (2) gl. dim ehe < oo, / = R or gl dim (R/l) < oo. // these conditions hold then we have gl dim ehe < gl dim A < gl dim ehe + gl dim(R,7) + 1,
where, if I = R, then for the purpose of this theorem we set gl dim (R/l) = -1.
Proof. The proof follows easily from the familiar localization, Lemmas 0.2, 2.6 and Theorem 2.5.
We conclude this section with the following proposition. Proof. Since A is a triangular tiled R-order, A.. = R for i < /. Therefore ehe is a projective left eAe-module and ehe C Mn_ j(R) is a triangular tiled R-order. Hence by Proposition 1.10(2) we have gl dim ehe < oo. Applying this argument successively we conclude that gl dim R < oo. This completes the proof.
In the next section we characterize triangular tiled R-orders of finite global dimension, where R is a commutative noetherian domain of finite global dimension.
3. Main theorem. In this section we investigate the global dimension of a tiled R-order A C M (R) over a commutative noetherian domain R of finite global dimension. In view of Lemma 0.2, the main case we have to deal with is when R is a regular local ring. In the first half of this section we derive some of the properties of a tiled R-order over a regular local ring R. We recall that when R is a local ring, then the maximal ideal is denoted by Til. This completes the induction.
We now prove (1) and (2) simultaneously by using induction on n. Let n > 3.
First assume that A is reduced. Since Aj. = R for all ;, therefore by Lemma 1.7
we have a natural number / > 1 such that A,. ^ R whenever i ¿ I, so that For the case A is not reduced, the argument is similar to the case (3) and we leave it to the reader. This completes the induction and the proof of the proposition too.
The author is thankful to the referee for suggesting the following corollary. Proof. First we note that ehe is a projective left eAe-module, and since A . = A A. , C A , for i'4 n, we have 1 = 1., A .A. = A ..We now m ni t,n-l -n,n-I ' irm m in n,n-l prove (1) =» (2) by using an induction on ». If « = 2, then the assertion follows from Theorem 2.7. Let n > 3. Again by the same theorem we have gl dim ehe<oo, and A j = R or gl dim (R/h _j) < °°. Now the induction hypothesis completes the proof as ehe is a triangular tiled R-order contained in M ÁR). We now prove (2) ■* (3) again by using an induction on n. Let n = 2. Then, by This completes the proof of the theorem.
